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MPS® 3 Medical Air Hose Kit

REF 5303010 MPS® 3 Medical Air Hose Kit

1 UNIT

DESCRIPTION:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

INDICATION FOR USE

2. Plug the yellow end into the medical air wall outlet
(Figure 2).

MPS 3 Medical Air Hose Kit. Use this kit to connect the MPS
3 console and the medical air wall outlet.
The MPS 3 medical air hose kit is indicated to be used as
the interface between the MPS 3 console and the hospitals’
installed medical air system.

CONTRAINDICATION

This product is designed and warranted for use with the
Quest MPS 3 cardioplegia delivery system only. Use
with other systems is contraindicated. This product is not
designed, sold, or intended for use except as indicated.

1. Plug the brass and black quick connect into the back of
the MPS 3 Console by pushing it into the mating quick
connect (Figure 1 and 2).

3. Follow the instructions in the MPS 3 user’s manual to
operate and supply air to the console.
4. To disconnect from the console, pull backwards on the
black sleeve to disengage the quick connect (Figure 3).

WARNINGS and CAUTIONS

Brass and black
quick connect to
connect to the
MPS 3

1. Read instructions carefully. The attending clinician is
solely responsible for the setup and use of this device.
2. Federal (U.S.A.) law restricts this device to sale by or on
the order of a physician.
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3. Do not kink tubing.
4. Before connecting the Medical Air Supply to the MPS
3 System, please ensure the maximum pressure
does not exceed 55psi. While the MPS 3 System will
regulate the pressure down to the necessary operating
levels, connecting high pressure may damage internal
components.
5. Avoid OPERATOR INJURY. Only qualified technicians
should attempt to connect a Medical Air Supply to the
MPS 3 System. Make sure that all fingers are free from
pinch/crush hazards while connecting the Medical Air
Supply and tubing connections.
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7. Please ensure that the Medical Air Supply is free from oil,
water, and residue to prevent unintended damage to the
MPS 3 System.

FIGURE 3
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